Replacement Soft Top
1997-2006 TJ Wrangler
Part #: RT10115T, RT10215T, RT10315, RT10335, RT10335T, RT10336, RT10337, RT10337T, & RT10435T

Kit Components:
- Replacement Top
- (2) Side Windows
- (1) Rear Window
- (2) Soft Upper Door Skins (if applicable)

-Read all instructions carefully prior to starting installation.
-We recommend installing this top in temperatures 70F (21C) and above. This will make installation easier and reduce the risk of damaging the top. Laying all of the pieces of the top in the sun is also suggested to ease installation.
-Do not over-stress the zippers or straps. Failure to comply may damage the top or windows.

1. Ensure that all parts are accounted for.
2. Remove the old soft top, windows, and tailgate bar. The bow assembly will remain on the vehicle. Do not remove the factory door surrounds. Save any hardware removed as it will be reused to install replacement top.
3. Unpack and separate the Replacement Top and Side and Rear Windows. Carefully place the windows aside for later use.
4. Fold the bow assembly back into the down position.
5. Lay the Replacement Top inside the Jeep with the inside facing up. The plastic strip sewn into the front of the top should face the rear of the vehicle.
6. Pull the plastic strip up to the header channel and line up the 14 holes in the header channel. Using the factory screws attach the top to the header channel.
7. Fold the top around the header channel and attach the corners of the top to the header channel with the factory screws.
8. Flip the Replacement Top over the back of the Jeep so the inside faces down.
9. Fold the bow assembly into the up position.
10. Snap the rear of the top to the rear bow. Attach the center of the top to the center bow using the hook and loop fasteners.
11. On the inside of the vehicle, attach the soft top header channel latches to the windshield frame. Do not fully latch the latches at this time.
12. Install Side Windows by starting the zipper only a few inches. Tuck the front of the window into the channel on the door surround using the sewn in plastic strips.
13. Tuck the sewn in plastic strips of the Replacement Top into the tub rails at each rear corner.
14. Fully zip the Side Windows and tuck the sewn in plastic strips into the tub rail. Secure the hook and loop fasteners around the zippers.
15. Install the Rear Window by zipping it to the Replacement Top. Keep the last 8-12” of each side unzipped. Do not tuck the window into the tailgate bar retainers yet.
16. Slide the tailgate bar *(Sold Separately P/N TN27015)* into the Rear Window with the weatherstrip facing out and slide it into the tailgate bar retainers.
17. Tuck the plastic strips that are sewn into the sides of the Replacement Top into the top of the door surround channels.
18. Fully zip the final 8-12” of the Rear Window. Tuck the plastic strips on either side of the Rear Window into the tailgate bar retainers.
19. Fully latch the header channel latches.
20. If installing a Replacement Top w/ Soft Upper Door Skins refer to the Soft Upper Door Skin Installation Instructions.
21. Make any adjustments necessary to ensure the top is centered and fits properly. Creases in the top fabric of windows will fade away once the top is installed.
22. Small adjustments to the top may be necessary once the top warms up and any creases are smoothed out.

*While every attempt is made to ensure that the information contained in these instructions is correct, no liability can be accepted by the authors for loss, damage, or injury caused by any errors in, or omissions from the information given. All service should be performed by qualified mechanics. Crown Automotive Sales Co.,Inc. cannot be held responsible for any mechanical work performed. Standard and accepted safety precautions should be used in every procedure.*